WGDisasters Telecon #29

- P. Ferrier - CNES
- CEOS WGDisasters DCT updates
GNSL Reports

- GNSL reports due before the end of 2021:
  1. Icelandic
  2. Southern Andes
  3. Virunga
  4. Ecuador
Sat data provision Agreements

- New Supersite agreement:
  - Nicaragua, letter March 2021

- Recent Supersite renewal agreements:
  - Campi flegrei vesuvius, letter April 2021
  - Marmara, letter April 2021
  - Etna, letter April 2021
  - Hawai, letter April 2021
  - Ecuador (to be done)

- Recent Supersite put in stand-by (due to no data requests):
  - Greek (Enceladus) Corinth Gulf/Ionian Islands